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Abstract: The self-priming synthesis of multiply modified
DNA by the extension of repeating unit duplex “oligoseeds”

provides a source of versatile DNA. Sterically-demanding nu-
cleotides 5-Br-dUTP, 7-deaza-7-I-dATP, 6-S-dGTP, 5-I-dCTP as

well as 5-(octadiynyl)-dCTP were incorporated into two ex-
tending oligoseeds; [GATC]5/[GATC]5 and [A4G]4/[CT4]4. The
products contained modifications on one or both strands of

DNA, demonstrating their recognition by the polymerase as
both template (reading) and substrate (writing). Nucleobase

modifications that lie in the major groove were reliably read

and written by the polymerase during the extension reac-
tion, even when bulky or in contiguous sequences. Repeat

sequence DNA over 500 bp long, bearing four different
modified units was produced by this method. The number,

position and type of modification, as well as the overall
length of the DNA can be controlled to yield designer DNA

that offers sequence-determined sites for further chemical

adaptations, targeted small molecule binding studies, or
sensing and sequencing applications.

Introduction

DNA that bears multiple modifications has opened new ave-

nues in synthetic biology,[1] nanomaterial fabrication,[2] bioana-
lytical[3] and sequencing applications.[4] DNA can be chemically
modified at each of its three component parts—the phosphate

backbone,[5] the sugar ring[6] or the nucleobase.[7] Of the three,
modified nucleobases offer the widest choice of functionality

and have been commercially developed for insertion into DNA
either enzymatically as deoxynucleotide triphosphates
(dNTPs)[8] or through automated DNA synthesis as phosphor-
amidite derivatives.[9] Automated synthesis allows routine pro-

duction of unmodified single-strand oligonucleotides up to
100 bases, but multiply modified oligonucleotides are typically
limited to about 50 bases before low yields and high costs
become prohibitive. To obtain high molecular weight DNA, oli-
gonucleotides can be ligated in post-synthetic procedures,[10]

either enzymatically[11] or chemically.[12] However, not all se-
quences are amenable to efficient phosphoramidite synthesis,

particularly those with hairpins, highly repetitive sequences or

high guanine content, each of which are of interest for nano-

materials and sensing applications. Additionally, some func-
tional groups, such as those prone to oxidation or are reactive

with nucleophiles have limited compatibility with the phos-
phoramidite method. Enzymatic routes to modified DNA are
flexible, can produce single- or double-stranded products, and

have fewer restrictions on product length, and some modified
dNTPs are even better substrates for polymerases than the nat-

ural dNTPs.[13] Polymerase methods to copy DNA comprise iso-
thermal amplification,[14] including loop-mediated amplification
(LAMP),[15] strand-displacement,[16] slippage,[17] rolling circle am-
plification (RCA),[18] and primer-template extension,[19] as well

as thermal cycling amplification such as the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR).[20] Methods such as primer-extension can intro-
duce modified bases on the growing strand,[21] whilst PCR can
introduce different modifications on both strands as long as
the modified nucleotides can be both recognized and inserted

by polymerases.[19] DNA, RNA, threose nucleic acid (TNA), pep-
tide nucleic acid (PNA) and other nucleic acid analogues can

be fabricated chemically or enzymatically by incorporation of
modified bases, bases with functional substituents, and artifi-
cial bases that possess non-standard absorption, emissive,

redox or recognition properties. These include chromophor-
ic,[22] fluorescent,[23] and electroactive[24] base analogues; non-

canonical bases;[25] and highly specific artificial base-pairs.[26] Al-
ternatively, bases with reactive moieties such as azide,[27]

alkyne,[28] and amino[29] groups attached by linkers can be in-

corporated into DNA to allow post-synthetic functionalization
and to reduce the synthetic burden at the monomer level. The

wide choice of modified dNTPs and the plethora of commer-
cially available polymerases are two powerful tools in the bio-
chemists workshop. In this work, our goal is to exploit enzy-
matic synthesis to introduce multiple modifications into long
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repeat sequence DNA unobtainable by automated solid-phase
synthesis.

Many repeat sequences have biological functions (e.g. telo-
meres) or are associated with disease states when expanded

(e.g. trinucleotide repeats for polyQ disorders such as Hunting-
ton’s disease). Detection of copy numbers for repeat-sequen-

ces such as variable number tandem repeats (VNTRs) provides
insight into the progression of associated disorders, hence am-

plification of these sequences is of diagnostic interest.[30] Pro-

duction of high copy number repeat sequences is also impor-
tant in the realm of nanomaterials applications of DNA, where
the polynucleotide acts as a template for the assembly of pho-
tonic or electronic elements. For example, isothermal enzymat-
ic slippage extension has been used to synthesise tri-block
DNA copolymers composed of natural and unnatural nucleo-

bases for fabrication of hybrid 1D nanomaterials.[31] The DNA

strand itself can then be used as a template to guide the dep-
osition of metal ions to synthesise 1D nanomaterials,[32] for ex-

ample, Ag-DNA wires.[33] Additionally, the DNA template can
guide the polymerization of monomers to produce uniformly

decorated materials to provide evenly spaced nucleation sites
for metal ion deposition to improve DNA wire properties.[34]

Long DNA strands containing high copy numbers (up to

10 kbp) of short repeat sequences (2–3 nucleotides) are readily
synthesised from 10–20 mer duplex oligonucleotides using iso-

thermal slippage methods.[17, 35] Although isothermal slippage
has been shown to occur for 6–10 bp repeats such as telomer-

ic sequences,[36] we have found that intermediate sized repeat
sequences (4–40 nucleotides) are most efficiently extended by

thermal cycling methods.[37] Moreover, it is difficult to produce

high copy number repeat-sequence DNA containing modified
nucleotides by isothermal extension, even for short repeat se-

quences and low density modifications. These constraints mo-
tivated us to extend our previously reported thermal cycling

extension method to facilitate the introduction of modified
bases at specific positions on long repeat-sequence DNA

chains, with the motivation of producing modified DNA for

nanomaterials and diagnostic applications and potential uses
in data/coding and security operations.

In this work, we present a versatile enzymatic method for
the production of long modified DNA, which overcomes some
limitations of phosphoramidite chemistry and other poly-
merase approaches. Two DNA polymerases were chosen to

demonstrate the compatibility of the method with both in-
house and commercially available DNA polymerases. These
were, respectively, a Thermococcus furiosus Family B DNA poly-
merase (Tgo-Pol) exonuclease minus (exo-) variant, Z3, which
has previously shown promise in handling modified dNTPs,[38a]

and the Pyrococcus species GB-D DNA polymerase, Deep Vent
exo-.[38b] By using selected repeat-sequences, DNA containing

single or multiple bulky modifications at specific loci on either

strand can be produced. Using an adapted PCR protocol,[37]

modified DNA with designed repeating units that include han-

dles for further functionalization are synthesized. The heat–
cool cycle method extends DNA by relying on imperfect hy-

bridisation within the repetitive sequence of the initial un-
modified oligoseed of around 20 bases (Scheme 1 A). The re-

sulting overhangs are then copied by a DNA polymerase,
adding complementary canonical or modified nucleobases,

thus extending the DNA by the number of repeating units that
have been displaced. This approach affords control over the
spacing between modified sites (through design of the initial
sequence of the oligoseeds) and governs both the type of

base modifications (choice of NTPs included in the reaction)
and the total number of bases (through the number of heat–

cool cycles performed) that are designed into the final DNA

products. This kind of control over the type and number of
modified bases in synthetic DNA would create possibilities for

designer DNA-based materials, and is therefore a valuable syn-
thetic challenge. It is envisaged that the multiply modified

DNA presented here, through a range of DNA-compatible
chemistries depending on the type of modified dNTP inserted

into the growing DNA strands is one route to realising this

goal.

Results and Discussion

The modified nucleotides used in this study were chosen to
contain sterically demanding groups attached directly to the

Scheme 1. (A) Schematic overview of the synthetic protocol to produce de-
signer DNA sequences bearing single and multiple base modifications.
(B) Molecular structures of the modified nucleobases are shown (top -5-Br-
dUTP, 5-I-dCTP, 6-S-dGTP, 7-deaza-7-I-dATP and 5-(octadiynyl)-dCTP, left to
right), the two starting oligoseeds (middle) and examples of the possible ex-
tended modified designer DNA products (bottom).
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ring system as well as anchor points for postsynthetic function-
alization. They include single atom exchange modifications;

viz. two C5-modified pyrimidines (5-I-dCTP and 5-Br-dUTP), a 7-
modified purine (7-deaza-7-I-dATP) and a C6-modified purine

(6-S-dGTP), and also a long carbon chain modified cytosine (5-
(octadiynyl)-dCTP); structures of these modified nucleotides

are shown in Scheme 1 B. Some comparative studies were also
performed with the heavy atom modified cytosine, 5-acetyl-

Hg-dCTP,[39] which, like the iodo- and bromo-derivatives, has

potential in next generation sequencing using electron micros-
copy. In previous reports, several or all bases were replaced
with modified nucleotides using PCR on a long template.[12, 21]

In these instances, the modifications were located away from

the nucleobase through either alkene or alkyne linkers at-
tached to the 5-pyrimidine, 7-deaza- or 8-purine positions and

so were not intimately involved in the base recognition

sites.[12, 21] In this work, several bulky groups were directly at-
tached to or were included in the core nucleobase structure,

which introduces steric constraints. In the case of 6-S-dGTP, an
oxygen atom has been replaced by the bulkier thiol-group,

which lies in the H-bonding region, and is therefore likely to
interfere with base-pairing and change the local duplex struc-

ture. 6-S-dGTP has previously been demonstrated to act as a

relatively good substrate in a primer extension assay,[40] but
there are no reports of its behaviour as a template. The thiol-

modified guanosine affords a metal coordination site for po-
tentially assembling coordination polymers with metal

ions,[41,42] and also has photo-cross-linking potential.[43] The
halide substitutions on the bases are suitable chemical handles

for the C-C linkage of additional functional groups through Pd-

catalysed Sonogashira, Suzuki, and Heck reactions, which have
been adapted for aqueous media[44] and recently exploited for

the labelling of DNA.[45]

Given the range of modified nucleotides available, the possi-

bilities to synthesize designer DNA of pre-determined se-
quence can be controlled by judicious choice of the repeating
unit in the oligoseeds. Here, the duplexes [GATC]5/[GATC]5 and

[A4G]4/[CT4]4
1 were chosen to demonstrate: i) the inclusion of

one type of modification into one strand of a repeating nu-
cleotide sequence ([A4G]4/[CT4]4), ii) the inclusion of one type of
modification into both strands of a self-complementary se-

quence ([GATC]5/[GATC]5), and iii) the inclusion of two or more
modifications within a nucleotide sequence, both [GATC]5/

[GATC]5 and [A4G]4/[CT4]4. To synthesise modified DNA, the
standard nucleotide is simply replaced with its modified deriv-
ative, that is, swapping out dGTP for 6-S-dGTP during a set

number of heat–cool cycles of the polymerase reaction.
Scheme 1 B, summarises some of the possible DNA sequences

that can be produced from the two oligoseeds and five modi-
fied nucleotides, that is, designer DNA with sites for post-syn-

thetic functionalization decorated along the duplex.

Initially, we show that by replacing just one of the four stan-
dard dNTPs with a modified equivalent, DNA bearing a single

type of modified nucleobase on just one strand of the extend-
ed [A4G]4/[CT4]4 oligoseed is produced. In this case, the modi-

fied nucleotide must act as an efficient polymerase substrate,
that is, be incorporated correctly against its canonical comple-

mentary base, but it also must be read correctly for incorpora-
tion of its unmodified complement to allow extension to con-
tinue along both strands. In the second case, we discuss incor-
poration of a single type of modified nucleobase into both
DNA strands using the self-complementary oligoseed [GATC]5/
[GATC]5.

In this case again, the modified nucleotide must be recog-

nised correctly by the polymerase as a substrate for insertion
and also be read whilst in the growing template. Finally, using
both types of oligoseed we demonstrate that the described
method can be used to synthesise fully modified DNA; that is,
several modified bases within a user-defined sequence, on one
or both strands to yield DNA products >500 bp in length. The

results shown are those obtained using Tgo-Pol-Z3 exo- poly-
merase, however Deep Vent exo- works equally well (Fig-
ure S1).

Firstly, the oligoseed [A4G]4/[CT4]4 was chosen to illustrate
how either a modified G or C, could be multiply incorporated

into a repeat sequence at a fixed base-separation, that is, at
every fifth site within just one strand of the extending duplex.

Alternatively, by using a modified A or T in the extension reac-

tion, multiple modifications can be located adjacent to each
other over many repeating units of DNA, that is, four contigu-

ous modifications on one strand. First, we consider the incor-
poration of a single type of C5 modified dCTP. 10 heat–cool

cycles of extension using [A4G]4/[CT4]4 and either 5-I-dCTP or 5-
(octadiynyl)-dCTP yields highly extended DNA of 8 kb and

5 kb, respectively (see gel electrophoresis images, Figure S2 A

and S2 B). The DNA products contain the modified cytidine at
every fifth site on just one strand of the extended duplex and,

in both cases the DNA produced is similar in length to the con-
trol reaction using the unmodified dCTP.[37] Nucleotides with

more sterically demanding modifications, 6-S-dGTP and 5-
acetyl-Hg-dCTP, were also incorporated into just one strand of
the extending DNA but gave shorter products of around

500 bp which could not be further extended with additional
cycling (Figure S2 E and Figure S3). Employing the same start-
ing oligoseed but inserting either a modified dATP or dTTP re-
sults in DNA bearing 4 consecutive modifications on the same

strand. After 10 cycles, the method yields DNA products bear-
ing 7-deaza-7-I-dA (500 bp) and 5-Br-dU (5 kb) (Figure S2 C and

S2 D) and further cycling allows attainment of lengths of modi-

fied DNA comparable to that obtained with the native nucleo-
tides.

To confirm that the DNA products contained the modified
nucleobase sequences according to our design, base analysis

by enzymatic digestion and HPLC was performed. Phospho-
diesterase/phosphatase digestion of the synthesized DNA fol-

lowed by HPLC analysis demonstrated that the modified nucle-

obases were reliably incorporated (Figure 1 and Figure S4 B).
UV/Vis (Figure S4 C and Table S1) and HR-MS (Table S2) of the

isolated fractions demonstrated that each modified base was
included in the sequence as designed. Sanger sequencing of

the above products confirmed the integrity of the repeating
sequence (see boxes within Figure 1 and Figure S4 B). The1 Oligoseeds are designated as [5’-3’]/[5’-3’] .
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polymerase was able to select the modified dNTP correctly to

form repeat sequences of single or multiple modifications.
Equally, the polymerase was able to read the modified bases

once incorporated and the oligoseed sequence was retained
over multiple repetitions. Because of the difficulty of sequenc-

ing repeat sequences, only short segments of the product
showed clear results, however, the oligoseed can bind at any

position on the DNA product, therefore the correct sequence

must be retained throughout to conclude in accurate sequenc-
ing results. Additionally, the analysis of the synthesized DNA

by enzymatic digestion and HPLC was performed on the 10 kb
product, therefore we are confident that polymerase fidelity is

not diminished as the “template” strand is increased.
Exemplary atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of extend-

ed [A4G]n/[CT4]n products (30 heat cool cycles) bearing single

base modifications are shown in Figure 2 (F–J; further analysis
is provided in Figure S5 and Table S3). In each instance the
modified DNA exhibits a duplex height between 0.5 to 0.7 nm
corresponding to previously reported literature values for

dsDNA imaged on mica.[46] It is noticeable that the expected
linear morphology of DNA is recognizable, however some

minor structural variations between the different extended
products can be observed.

Extension of the second oligoseed, the self-complementary
[GATC]5/[GATC]5, using only a single type of modified dNTP in
the reaction mixture yields a DNA product that has a repeating

modification at every fourth position on both strands of the
final duplex, placing the modifications at adjacent base-pair

sites. After 10 heat–cool cycles, extension products of over

2 kb were produced for reactions involving any one of the fol-
lowing four modified nucleobases, 5-I-dCTP, 5-Br-dUTP, 7-

deaza-7-I-dATP or 5-(octadiynyl)-dCTP (Figure S2 F–I). Once
again, the extension using 6-S-dGTP yielded shorter DNA prod-

ucts of ca. 500 bp (Figure S2J). Sanger sequencing from a simi-
lar oligoseed sequence, one that also bears all four bases on

each strand but is not self-complementary, [GAATC]4/[GATTC]4,

was used to confirm enzymatic fidelity, see Figure S6.

The gel-electrophoresis data from both extension reactions,
(Figure S2) indicated that the final DNA products consisted of

a range of lengths, from 200 bp to 5000 bp, as expected from
our previous report on this method using unmodified NTPs.[37]

Further analysis of the gel band intensities, (Figure 2 A–E, and
Figure S7) indicated that in most cases there is minimal differ-

Figure 1. HPLC traces of the DNA components after digestion and the
Sanger sequencing data of the extended products from oligoseed [A4G]4/
[CT4]4 bearing: (A) 5-I-dC, (B) 5-C8-alkyne-dC (C) 7-deaza-7-I-dA and (D) 5-Br-
dU.

Figure 2. Plots A-E compare the lengths of extension products by number
of heat–cool cycles, indicating the relative incorporation rates for the differ-
ent modified bases with both oligoseeds, [A4G]4/[CT4]4 (dark blue line) and
[GATC]5/[GATC]5 (light blue line), where A = 5-iodo-dC, B = 5-C8-alkyne-dC,
C = 7-deaza-7-I-dA, D = 5-Br-dU and E = 6-S-dG. Details of rate evaluation are
provided in the Supplementary Information. F-J shows the AFM images on
mica of the corresponding DNA products (A–E) from the extension of [A4G]4/
[CT4]4 after 30 cycles. Height scale is 2.1 nm, scan size is 1 mm, and profile
trace lines are 500 nm in each case.
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ence in DNA product lengths after 5 cycles upon incorporation
of the modified bases by the two types of oligoseed. However,

the most marked difference occurred in the case where multi-
ple adjacent, 5-Br-dUTP units are incorporated into the [A4G]4/

[CT4]4 oligoseed, resulting in a noticeable reduction in the
length of the extension products after 10 cycles, Figure 2 D.

This suggests that, the size and electronegativity of bromine
may have steric and/or electronic impacts on the polymerase
and the higher charge density and bulk of several neighbour-

ing bromo-modifications might affect the polymerase reading
and/or writing processes. Otherwise we found little difference

in the enzymatic processivity of different types of base modifi-
cation within the same oligoseed, namely between; i) a single

atom or a long alkyl chain modification on the same base, Fig-
ure 2 A,B, (cf. 5-I-dCTP and 5-(octadiynyl)-dCTP) or ii) different

nucleobases bearing the same single atom displacement, Fig-
ure 2 A,C (cf. 5-I-dCTP and 7-deaza-7-I-dATP). In these instances,
the nucleobase modifications are at positions C5 and C7 and
do not lie within the hydrogen bonding region but project
into the major groove. Extension was also observed with 6-S-

dGTP (see Figure S2 E and S2 J for gel electrophoretic data) al-
though with much shorter extension products for both oligo-

seeds (Figure 2 D) yielding only 200 bp lengths after 10 cycles.

This observation can be rationalized by considering the inter-
ference of the large sulphur atom in the base pairing region,

thus inhibiting polymerase activity.[40] Additionally, the enzy-
matic extension efficiency of [A4G]n/[CT4]n was lowered consid-

erably when dCTP was replaced with 5-Hg-acetyl-dCTP (Fig-
ure S3), comparable to previous studies where it was shown to

act as a polymerase substrate.[39] However, extension of

[GATC]5/[GATC]5 to include Hg-modifications was not possi-
ble—suggesting that additional stabilization effects may be re-

quired to allow its incorporation into both strands of the
dsDNA.

To ensure that the polymerase retains its fidelity, that is, it
accurately writes-in only the correct modified base, extension

reactions using both oligoseeds were performed where one

dNTP was omitted from the reaction. In all cases no extension
was observed, indicating that the polymerase did not miswrite

into the sequence an alternative base when the correct base
was absent (see Figure S8). Therefore, we conclude that base
misincorporation does not occur when an artificial and poten-
tially “hard-to-write” modified dNTP is used in the reaction.

To explore whether polymerases could incorporate modified
bases into longer stretches of DNA, the challenging substrate
6-S-dGTP was incorporated against cytosine in the extension
of a [G]20/[C]20 seed (Figure S9). A poly(6-S-dG).poly(dC) product
of ca. 1 kb was synthesized, consistent with the truncated

lengths observed in the extension of oligoseeds with 6-S-G in-
corporated at every fourth or fifth base, Figure S2 E and Fig-

ure S2 J. We note that with 6-S-dGTP, the thiol-modification

limits the final extension length as well as slowing incorpora-
tion. But for other modified dNTPs kinetics alone is limited, as

seen with 5-Br-dUTP (Figure S2 D, & S2 I) where sequences of
equal length to products using unmodified bases are pro-

duced but only after additional cycling. Confident of the versa-
tility of the method, that is, that it can incorporate a single

type of modification on one or both strands at either a fixed
base separation or at multiple consecutive sites, the inclusion

of two or more different modified dNTPs was investigated.
Extension of either oligoseed, [A4G]4/[CT4]4 or [GATC]5/

[GATC]5, with two halogen-modified pyrimidines, 5-I-dCTP and
5-Br-dUTP, in the same reaction showed high extension effi-

ciency and the polymerase maintained the correct repeat se-
quence giving products over 2000 bp after 30 cycles (see Fig-
ure S10 for sequencing data). In a second extension reaction,

the alkyl-modified nucleotide, 5-C8-alkyne-dCTP, and the halo-
genated nucleotide, 5-Br-dUTP, were both successfully incorpo-
rated into the extending DNA, (Figure S11), producing DNA
products of over 1 kb after 30 heat–cool cycles from both
types of oligoseed, (Figure S1, Lane 7). The extension of both
oligoseeds to include three modified nucleotides, either 5-(oc-

tadiynyl)-dCTP, 5-Br-dUTP and 7-I-dATP (Figure S1, Lane 8) or 6-

S-dGTP, 5-Br-dUTP and 7-deaza-7-I-dATP (Figure 3 A,C, respec-
tively), demonstrated that three modifications can be written

into the repeating sequence to yield triply-modified DNA prod-
ucts, <1 kb. Final DNA lengths are notably shorter when 6-S-

dGTP is incorporated, as previously noted.

Finally, the possibility to design DNA bearing four different
modifications was demonstrated, again using both oligoseed

sequences. 6-S-dGTP, 5-Br-dUTP, 7-I-dATP and 5-(octadiynyl)-
dCTP were incorporated over 30 heat–cool cycles starting with

either type of oligoseed (Table 1). In both cases DNA products
of up to 500 bp were achieved, demonstrating the synthesis of
fully-modified DNA through this approach (Figure 3 B,D). These

products are considerably longer than what is routinely feasi-
ble through automated DNA synthesis and highlights the im-

portance of this repetitive self-priming enzymatic approach to
the reading and writing of artificial nucleotides to yield multi-
ply modified DNA.

Figure 3. Image of agarose gels of the DNA extension products from oligo-
seed [A4G]4/[CT4]4 (A and B) and oligoseed [GATC]5/[GATC]5 (C and D). Triply
modified DNA was fabricated using 6-S-dG, 5-Br-dU and 7-deaza-7-I-dA (A
and C) and quadruply modified DNA from 6-S-dG, 5-Br-dU, 7-deaza-7-I-dA
and 5-C8-alkyne-dC (B and D). Lanes 1 (A, B, D) represent products after 0
cycles, lanes 2–7 (A, B, D) and lanes 1–6 (C) represent products after 5, 10,
15, 20, 25 and 30 cycles, respectively, lane L is a 1 kb + DNA ladder.
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The synthetic method described in this work is versatile and
through careful design of the oligoseeds and the choice of
functionally-modified nucleotides, extended DNA of a specified

repeating sequence bearing multiple sterically-demanding
base modifications can be synthesised. Because this self-pri-
ming method does not rely on the availability of a long tem-
plate strand (either a natural sequence or one constructed by

ligation of oligonucleotides), extended DNA sequences can be
synthesized, from readily available short oligoseeds. Since the

sequence of the extended DNA is determined by the oligo-

seed, this method for producing modified DNA is very adapt-
able. Thus far, the method discussed synthesizes polydisperse

DNA, varying in size from 200 bp to 5000 bp, this is due to the
range of overlap lengths possible during each heat–cool cycle.

Undoubtedly, an ability to produce monodisperse DNA would
be of great benefit. Size selection can be simply achieved by

electrophoretic separation and sample extraction using a Lon-

zaGel double-well system to select the desired DNA lengths.[37]

For example, 250, 450, 800 and 1200 bp samples were extract-

ed from the dispersion of 5-I-dC bearing products, after the ex-
tension of the [A4G]4/[CT4]4 oligoseed, see gel image in Fig-

ure 4 A. The yield of the size-separated DNA products in Lanes
1–4 was quantified by UV/Vis spectroscopy, see Figure 4 B.

Yields of 110, 109, 206 and 199 % for each 250, 450, 800 and

1200 bp fraction, respectively were obtained (yields are given

as a percentage of the starting oligoseed concentration of
0.5 mm, hence yields over 100 % are expected). Therefore, this

approach both fabricates and amplifies modified DNA.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that DNA bearing single and

multiple modifications can be enzymatically synthesised from
short oligoseeds using an efficient and facile PCR-based exten-

sion method. 5-(octadiynyl)-dCTP, 5-I-dCTP, 5-Br-dUTP, 7-deaza-

7-I-dATP and 6-S-dGTP can all be incorporated into repeat se-
quence DNA derived from [A4G]4/[CT4]4 and [GATC]5/[GATC]5 oli-

goseeds. Single and multiple incorporations of one, two, three
and four types of modified nucleobase were shown to yield

designer DNA products from 200 bp to over 8 kb. This method
affords DNA sequences previously unobtainable by automated

DNA synthesis, being longer and with multiple functional sites

for further decoration. We anticipate that this approach will
provide adaptable and emergent materials for DNA nanotech-

nology and find new applications in biomedicine, diagnostics,
1D nanomaterials, DNA sequencing and coding.

Experimental Section

DNA oligoseeds

Deoxyoligonucleotides were purchased lyophilized from Eurofins
and complementary strands were annealed by heating to 95 8C for
10 minutes in annealing buffer (10 mm HEPES, 100 mm NaCl and
1 mm EDTA) and allowing to cool at 1 8C per minutes to room tem-
perature. Full DNA sequences can be found in the Supplementary
Methods.

DNA polymerases

Tgo-Pol-Z3 exo- was prepared and purified as described previous-
ly.[38a] Deep Vent exo- was purchased from NEB.

DNA extension

Oligoseed (0.5 mm) (see the Supporting Information for more de-
tails), 200 nm or 1 unit DNA polymerase, DNA polymerase reaction
buffer (200 mm Tris-HCl (pH 8.8, 25 8C), 100 mm (NH4)2SO4, 100 mm

Figure 4. Size separation of the dispersion of I-dC-modified DNA extension
products after 20 heat–cool cycles from the starting oligoseed [A4G]4/[CT4]4.
A) Agarose gel of size separated fractions, 1–4. B) UV/Vis of the fractions 1–
4, corresponding to Lanes 1–4 in A.

Table 1. The incorporation efficiencies of single and multiple modifica-
tions as judged by DNA product lengths after 30 heat–cool cycles.
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KCl, 1 % Triton X-100, 1 mg mL@1 Bovine Serum Albumin and
20 mm MgSO4) or 10 V ThermoPol buffer, and 0.5 mm dNTPs (see
supplementary data for combinations) were mixed. Thermocycling
was carried out using an Applied Biosciences Veriti 96 well Thermal
Cycler using the following programmed method:

Number of cycles stated, where one cycle = 30 seconds at 95 8C, 30
seconds at 55 8C and 120 seconds at 72 8C.

The products were cooled to 4 8C after the reaction and then puri-
fied using a QIAquick PCR purification kit following manufacturer’s
protocol.

DNA analysis

Details of the analytical techniques, (AFM, gel electrophoresis, DNA
digestions and HPLC analysis, HR-MS, and Sanger sequencing) can
be found in the Supporting Information.
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